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An area rich in biodiversity
The Andasibe National Park, a biodiversity gem in the heart of Madagascar, stands
as a must-visit destination for nature lovers and wildlife enthusiasts. Located just 140
kilometers from the bustling capital, Antananarivo, this green paradise serves as an
authentic sanctuary for flora and fauna, divided into two extraordinary protected areas:
the vast Mantadia National Park and the Analamazaotra Special Reserve, also
known as Périnet.

Mantadia National Park

Mantadia National Park, sprawling across 15,500 hectares, is distinguished primarily by the
presence of lush primary forests. This biodiverse haven serves as a crucial refuge for
numerous animal and plant species, their lives intertwined in perfect harmony. Dedicated
conservation efforts manifest through numerous scientific observations to ensure the
survival of these unique species.

During an exploration of this primary forest, adventurers may encounter the fascinating
Indri Indri, the largest lemurs in Madagascar, growing up to a meter in height. These
captivating primates dominate the landscape with their majestic appearance and acrobatic
displays among ancient trees. However, the Indri Indri is not the only lemur calling
Mantadia home. A dozen other species, including the Aye-Aye, Varika mavo or Eulemur
fulvus, and the Avahi, enrich the diversity of the park’s fauna.

Not only lemurs but also an extraordinary variety of reptiles and amphibians populate this
vast natural area. Over 50 species of reptiles and as many amphibians, with their unique
shapes and surprising colors, contribute to creating a unique ecological balance within
Mantadia National Park.

A hidden treasure within this park is the presence of Urania madagascariensis, one of the
rarest and most beautiful butterflies globally. This precious specimen, with its multicolored
wings and graceful flight, is a jewel in Madagascar’s biodiversity.

Rich Flora and Fauna

The experience in Andasibe National Park extends beyond extraordinary fauna to its lush
flora. Ancient trees, exotic plants, and wild orchids create an enchanting backdrop, adding a
touch of magic to the adventure in the primary forest.
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Activities in Andasibe National Park

To further enrich visitors’ experience, the park offers an interpretation center providing
insights into the local flora and fauna, as well as the conservation of Madagascar’s unique
ecosystems. Here, nature enthusiasts can deepen their understanding of local ecology,
learning about the importance of conservation to preserve the richness of this unique region
worldwide.

Activities in Andasibe National Park go beyond naturalistic explorations. The area also
offers landscaped spaces ideal for picnics, allowing visitors to fully immerse themselves in
the surrounding beauty and enjoy moments of relaxation in harmony with nature. Adventure
enthusiasts can also opt for camping, an authentic experience that allows for a deeper
connection with the natural environment.

In conclusion, Andasibe National Park is a fundamental stop for those wishing to explore the
extraordinary biological diversity of Madagascar. Through the incredible variety of fauna
and flora, the area offers a unique travel experience that combines adventure, discovery,
and conservation. Immerse yourself in the magic of Andasibe and be captivated by the
timeless beauty of this untouched corner of Madagascar.


